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Communicated by the Editors 
Bounds for higher-order cumulants of statistics arising from a linear time series 
regression model are investigated. A result given in Brillinger is proved and 
extended. The bounds permit derivation of asymptotic moments and asymptotic 
normality for estimators of parameters in the model. Two examples are given as 
illustrations. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y(t), s(t), t=O, +l,..., be real valued stochastic sequences and let 
X(t), t = 0, + 1, . ..) be an r-dimensional fixed sequence. Suppose (u(t)} is a 
1 x r summable filter with transfer function 
A(I)= f  a(u)e-““, -co<A<co, 
u= -cc 
and p is a constant. A linear time series regression model has the form 
Y(t)=p+ f a(t-u)X(u)+E(t), (1) 
u= --co 
where {c(t)}, the error sequence, is assumed to be stationary with mean 0 
and spectral density f,,(n). We shall assume that the sequence {c(t)) is 
strictly stationary with moments of all orders and absolutely summable 
cumulant functions of all orders (see Assumption 2.61 in [2]). 
The main purpose of this paper is to derive the order of magnitude of the 
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joint cumulant of an arbitrary number of statistics obtained from weighted 
periodograms and cross periodograms and defined from the sequences 
Y(t), X(t), and I (Theorem 2.1). The result may be used to establish 
asymptotic normality for statistics which serve as estimators for the model 
(1). To illustrate applications we consider estimators of the transfer func- 
tion and the frequency response function (Examples 4.1 and 4.2). The use 
of cumulants to study the asymptotic properties of estimators for stochastic 
processes is also treated by, e.g., Statulevicius [4], who examines 
estimators of the spectral density and the spectral distribution function and 
obtains results dealing with large deviations and the rate of convergence to 
normality. 
In this paper we treat X(t) as fixed, rather than stochastic. Thus, we take 
the view that we are proceeding conditionally. A number of authors have 
dealt with estimation of regression parameters when X(t) is stochastic. See, 
e.g., CL 31. 
In order to estimate the parameters in the model (l), we specify notation 
and list some assumptions. Set 
Then the model has the form 
Let W(U) be a weight function which is bounded, even, non-negative, equal 
to 0 for Ial >rc, and satisfies Jyn IV(U) dcl= 1. Let B, be a bandwidth 
parameter such that the weight function becomes concentrated as T+ co. 
The weight function has periodic extension 
N/‘“(a)=+, f W(B,‘[cr+2nj]), 
T,=  -a 
where we assume that B, + 0 and TB, + 00 when T + CO. 
The discrete Fourier transform of X(t) is 
T-l 
@)(A) = C X(t) exp{ --iAt}, 
t=0 
and @i(n) is defined similarly, The periodograms defined from these are 
IFi(l) = (2nT)~‘d:T)(;l)d:T)(I)‘, 
IFi = (27cT)-‘dj?‘(l)4?(il) ? 
I’,‘(Y) = (2nT)~‘dJT)(l)dlr)(il)‘. 
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The corresponding weighted periodogram sums are defined by 
We assume that both Ilfyi(n)ll and Ilf$(1)-‘ll are uniformly bounded 
for T sufficiently large, where 11. I/ denotes the Euclidean norm. As 
estimators of A(A), f,,(n), and p, consider 
A’T’(/l) =fg(n)fyJ(n)-‘, 
P (T+l r(r)-A(T~(0)~ ; X(t). 
t=1 
The residual spectral estimator, g!,‘)(n), plays an important role in the 
statistical analysis of the model (1). In addition, let d:“(d) and dkT’(n) be 
the discrete Fourier transforms of e(t) and R(t), respectively. Define fif’(l) 
analogously to f’&!(n) and also 
T-l 
f94=27cT-’ 1 WT’ 
s=l 
(2nT)- d, 1 CT, ($) d!T’($), 
T-l 
fk;‘(+2nT-’ C wT’ 
s=l 
(2nT)-1dLT)(%)d:T’(%), 
For the sake of convenience and uniformity, the notation we have used is 
the same as that of Brillinger [2, Chap. 63. 
The residual spectral estimator gtf)(n) can be expressed as 
cw =fW) -f~~‘(n)f~~(n)-‘f~)(~) +dim) 
+ &‘@) + OtcTh (2) 
where CT=BT+T-1/2 (see [2, L emma P6.81). Let [fX)(pi)],,, denote a 
component of the vectorf$(pi). The joint cumulant 
(3) 
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is required to analyze the statistical properties, such as asymptotic distribu- 
tion and asymptotic independence, of estimators of parameters in the 
model ( 1). 
We first study evaluation of the order of magnitude of the cumulant (3). 
We then note that this is the same as the order one obtains whenfL,T’(vj) 
replaces gkT’(vi), i = 1, . . . . N, in cumulant (3). We next give conditions 
under which the cumulant (3) is equal to the corresponding cumulant with 
gir’(vi) replaced by fLT’(vi), i= 1, . . . . N, plus a term of smaller order 
(Corollary 2.2), and a comparable result for replacement of gtT’(v,) by 
f4’(vi)-fi’;‘(vi)f~~(vi)~‘f~~‘(vj), i= 1, ,.,, N (Corollary 2.3). Finally, we 
discuss the rate of decrease of the bandwidth sequence B, as T+ co. In 
particular, the main results break down unless B, decreases at least as fast 
as T-li4. The results we obtain extend those given in [2, Chap. 6, in par- 
ticular Lemma P6.6 and its applications]. The main findings are stated in 
Section 2, and their proofs are in Section 3. Further discussion about when 
the main results hold and several applications are given in Section 4. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The results described in this section deal with calculation of the order of 
magnitude of joint cumulants of the variables gE)(A), [S$$)lm, and 
g:)(v). The main question to be addressed is whether it is possible to 
replace giET’(v) by fk,T’(v) in this calculation and still obtain the same order 
of magnitude, or even the same result for the term of largest order of 
magnitude. We shall show that this replacement is, in general, not 
permitted. However, in some cases of special interest replacement of g:,“(v) 
by f:)(v) is permitted, and, in general, g!:‘(v) may be replaced by 
fP(v) -f~~‘(v)f~(v)-‘f~‘(v) (see (2)). 
We begin by stating the following proposition which involves joint 
cumulants of the error spectral estimates f::‘(v). It is a special case of 
Theorem 2.1, which is proved in Section 3. The proof in [2] of Lemma 
P6.6 is, in fact, a proof of this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under the conditions given in Section 1, if N > 0, 
cum(g$i?(&), . . . . swL), Cf!?2(rUI~Im, ..*3 Cf~hdlmM> 
f:ET)(vl), -.-2 s:ETvvN)) 
i 
O(T- L/2--M/2-NBL-N T  ) if L+M> 1, 
= O(T-N+lB;N+l) if L + M = 0, 
O(T- N+1’2BFN+1) if L=O, M= 1, 
O(T- N+1’2BTN+2) if L= 1, M=O. 
(4) 
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The theorem which follows generalizes Proposition 2.1 and is the main 
result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the conditions given in Section 1, if K> 0, then 
cunG&?&), . . . . &V~,), 
f!T’(VN),f~Z)(Pl)f:~(Bl)-lf~)(Bl), . . ..f~7(PK)f~~(BK)-lf~)(BK)} 
O(T- L/2--M/2-N-KBL-N-K 
= 





if L=O, M= 1, 
o(T-N-K+~/~B-+N-K+~) if L= 1, M=O. 
When K = 0 and N > 0, the cumulant in Theorem 2.1 is given by 
Proposition 2.1. From this theorem, it is not difficult to obtain 
COROLLARY 2.1. Zf the conditions in Section 1 hold and in addition, 
T”‘B$< 1 as T+ co, then ifN>O 
cum(di?(&)~ . . . . gkWL), CfY3h)lm,~ . . . . Cf$%dlm,~ 
g:$‘h), .-.) g%N)) 
L/2 - M/2 - NB$- N) if L+M> 1, 
N+lB-N+l) T  if L+M=O, 
N+1’2BGN+1) if L=O, M= 1, 
(5) 
N+ 1/2BTN+2) if L= 1, M=O. 
Thus if T112B$< 1 as T-t co, the cumulants in Proposition 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.1 have the same order of magnitude. 
After comparing (4) and (5), we are interested in obtaining the stronger 
result: cumulant(5) = [cumulant(4)]( 1 + o( 1)). Unfortunately, this is not 
true generally. It does hold, however, under the conditions in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose L + A4 = 0 in Corollary 2.1. Then if T’12B$ + 0 
as T+ co, we have 
cumulant(5) = [cumulant(4)]( 1 + o( 1)) 
and the condition L + M = 0 is also necessary for this to hold. 
Now let us consider the cumulant 
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cum(gE’(4), . . . . &Y~.,), CfK)(h IL,, . . . . Cf!&‘(~~)l,,,, 
fl,“c~~l)-.f~,~‘cv,,J‘j~~(~J1)~l r~;‘ch,, ...> 
fk,“h, -fI,:‘(v,,f~~~(\‘N)-‘,f~)(VN)).. 
We can obtain the following modification of Corollary 2.2. 
(6) 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose L + M > 0 in Corollary 2.1. Then if T ‘/“Bc + 0 
as T+ 00, we have 
cumulant(5) = [cumulant(6)]( 1 + o(1)). 
The last two corollaries give conditions under which may replace g::‘(v) 
by fbf’(v) and by fi,T’(v) -fk~)(v)fluT(v)-‘f~)(v) in each case, respec- 
tively, if we are only interested in the dominant term of the cumulant. As 
a special case of Corollary 2.2, we have 
cov(g:,T’(4, g!,T)(p)} =covCf~,“(~),f~T’(CL,}(1+0(1)). 
The remainder term is given more explicitly in [2, p. 4303. 
Proposition 2.1 and Corollaries 2.1-2.3 are stated for N> 0. If N= 0, the 
proofs need to be modified and the results will be different; for an illustra- 
tion see the cumulant calculation at the beginning of Section 4. 
3. h3oFS 
In order to prove the main results, a lemma is needed at first. It is a 
generalization of Lemmas P6.4 and P6.5 in [Z]. 
LEMMA 3.1. If ljfyi(A)ll is uniformZy bounded, then 
= 0( T2B;K+ ‘). 
The error terms are uniform in A,, . . . . 1,. 
Proof: When K= 1 and 2, the second and third equations in the lemma 
are Lemmas P6.4 and P6.5 in [2]. Since the order of w(‘)(A) is B,‘, the 
results in the lemma follow. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. From page 426 in [2], we know that 
g34=2~T-’ i W’=’ 
q=l 
141 
x(2nT)-’ O(B )d [ T p(y+o(l,]dp($q. 
Let [f$@)]” denote the element in row i and column j off($J(b)-‘. 
Then 
We follow the method of proof of Lemma P6.6 in [2]. When L + M> 1, 
the cumulant in the statement of the theorem is 
A = T-2L-2M-2N-4KC 1.. .I 1 [fg(pl)]M . . . [f~J(pK)]Gh 
xc...1 c...c c...c C.-C 
41 4L rl I,+! 31 SN PI 
p*,wvI(i’2!p)... 
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Let 1 dp,<p,< . . . < pP = 2(N+ K). The principal term in the above 
cumulant is 
(27c) L+M+p,-Id(r, ( 
27r 
f +... 




Wl T' . . . . g&l 
T ! 
x (2*)Pz--PI-Qp) ( 
2x _ 
T{ 
t p,+1+ ..’ +t,,) 
> 
XL..+ ( 2nt m+ 1 -y-j . . . . 271t,, > . . . T 
271t Pp-lfl 2nt, 
T 
9 .-., 
-) T ’ 
where ACT)(A) = CT_-,’ e-“’ and (tl , . . . . t2(N+ & is a permutation of 
($1, -31, **., SN, -sN, p,, . . . . pzK) corresponding to an indecomposable 




PZK- 1 P2K 
Here p <N+ K We divide the summations in A into two parts, such that 
the first part includes summations over indices (qi} and {rj}, and the 
second part includes summations over indices (si> and (pi>. The summa- 
tions for i,, jr, . . . . I, i j are finite and [~L~(/sI~)]‘~~~, . . . . [f&2(pK)]iKjK are r 
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bounded, so we can ignore them. From Lemma 3.1 the first part of A has 
order 
T-~L-~M-~N-~KBLT(T~/~)L+M-~B~~T~T. 
The second part is 
(7) 
q...c I...1 q+g... 
.TI SN PI P2K 
xw(T)(pK-+)[d:“(y]i,... 
x[d:“(~)]j~~(T)(~(l,,+,+ . . . +tn})... 
xdCT) 
where c is a constant. We argue that (8) can be expressed as the product 
of Tp- ’ and N+ 2K- (p - 1) summations: 
c wwi, . . . WiJ [dyJ]i,)6il ( [dy)]j2)6i2 
(9) 
c wwn, ... Wn,,(Cd:T’lnJdn~ W!i%J% 
where W. and djyT) stand for the periodic extension of the weight function 
and discrete Fourier transform of X(t) appearing in (8). Each summation 
in (9) is over one index only, and each of {6,, . . . . S,,} equals 0 or 1, i.e., 
every summation in (9) includes at most two factors [d$?]. To see this, 
note that the ACT) functions in (8) impose the restrictions tpk+ 1 + .a. + 
t Pk+, = 0 (mod T), k = 1, . . . . p - 1, where (tl , . . . . tZcN + KJ is a permutation of 
(S 1, ***, -sN, pl, . . . . &. Since pj does not depend on pk, j # k, and Since 
each summation in (9) is over one index only, from the properties of the 
ACT) function, it follows that at most two factors [dy)] appear in any sum- 
mation. 
Suppose that there are P, summations in (9) which do not include a 
factor [dy’], PI summations in (9) which include one factor Cd:“], and 
P2 summations in (9) which include two [dr’] factors. Then the following 
relationships are satisfied: 
Po+P,+P,=N+2K-(p-l), 
PI + 2P2 = 2K, 
k, + . . . +k,=p-1. 
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By Lemma 3.1, we obtain that the order of the second part of A is 
Combining this with (7), we obtain for the order A, 
=T-L/~-M~~-N-KBL-.V-K 
T  
This completes the proof when L + M> 1. 
When L + M = 0, the order of A is 
T-2N-4KC -.c W,Y,... W,,,[d~‘],,...[d~‘],,,TN+K, 
s, P?K 
under the N+ K constraints, which is equal to 
T-~N-~KB~N-KTN+~K=T-N-KB-N-K 
T  . 
When L=O, M= 1, as in the case for L+M>l, the first part of A has 
order 
The order of the second part is the same as that when L + M> 1, i.e., 
T Nf3KB;N-K+1. Therefore, the order of A is T1’2-NN-KB;N-KK+‘. 
When L = 1, A4 = 0, it suffices to multiply by O(B,) in the case L = 0, 
M= 1, i.e., the order of A is T1’2-N-KBTN-KK+2. The proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is complete. 1 
In the proofs of Corollaries 2.1-2.3 we shall assume that there are N, 
terms of the form f!T)(vi), N2 terms f!~)(v,)f~~(vi)-‘f~)(vi), and N3 
terms gK’(vi), where N, + N2 + N, = N. 
Proof of Corollary 2.1. Sustituting (2) into (5), we have 
cumulant(5) = cumulant(4) + a remainder. (10) 
Consider any one summand in the remainder. Replace L by L + N3, N 
by N,, and K by N2 in Theorem 2.1. (If N, = N the cumulants calculated 
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in the proof are obtained directly, rather than via Theorem 2.1. The com- 
parisons we obtain continue to hold for this case of N, = N.) Then it is easy 
to obtain the following results. 
(a) When L + M > 1, the cumulant in question has order 
T- L/2 - M/2 - N + N312~L - N + 2N3 _ T-  L/2 - M/2 ~ NgL ~ N ~112~2 N) 
T  
- T  ( T)  . (11) 
Since T1i2B$< 1, as T-+ cc, this implies that any term in the remainder 
has an order no larger than that of cumulant (4). 
(b) When L + M= 0, we need to consider several cases: 
1. N, = 0, N2 = 0, N, = N. From Proposition 2.1, the cumulant in 
question has order T-NclB;N+l. 
2. N,=O, N,>O. In Theorem 2.1 take L=O, M=O, N=N,, and 
K= N2. Then the order of the cumulant we consider is 
T-NI-N~&NI-N~= T-N&N. 
3. N3=1. In Theorem 2.1 set L=l, M=O, N=N, and K=N,. 
Then the cumulant has order 
4. N,>2. In Theorem 2.1 set L=N,,M=O,N=N,, and K=N,. 
The order of the cumulant is 
Choosing the highest order from 14, we see that the order in question is 
T- N+~B-N+l 
(c) ‘When L=O, M= 1, there are two cases to consider: 
1. N,=O. In Theorem 2.1 take L=O, M=l, N=N,, and K=N,. 
The corresponding cumulant has order 
~-Nt-N2+1/2 B-NI-Ng+l = T--N+~/~B-N+I 
T  T  ’ 
2. N,>l. In Theorem2.1 set L=N3, M=l, N=N,, and 
K= N2. The order of the resulting cumulant is 
Taking the highest order from 1 and 2, we see that the cumulant in 
question has order T-N+1/2B;N+1. 
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(d) When L = 1, M = 0, two cases need to be treated: 
1. N,=O. In Theorem 2.1 take L= 1, M=O, N=N,, and K=N,. 
The cumulant has order 
2. N3>1. In Theorem 2.1 take L=N,+l, M=O, N=N,, and 
K = N,. Then the order of the cumulant is 
T-(N~+~)/~-NI-Nz~~+ I- NI- N2 = ~-Ng~N(~1/2g~)N3~-11/2g~, 
Taking the highest order term, we lind that the order of the cumulant in 
question is TpN+ ‘12B; N+2. 
The discussion above shows that the order of any summand in the 
remainder in (10) is less than or equal to that of cumulant (4) under 
the condition T’/*B$< 1, as T+ co. This completes the proof of 
Corollary 2.1. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. When L + M= 0, from part (b) of the proof of 
Corollary 2.1 we know that the order of any summand in the remainder in 
(10) is strictly less than that of cumulant (4). Conversely, replace N in 
Proposition 2.1 by N + K and compare to Theorem 2.1. We find that 
summands with N, = 0 in the remainder in (10) have the same order of 
magnitude as cumulant (4) when L + A4 > 0. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. We have 
cumulant(5) = cumulant(6) + a remainder. 
Each summand in the remainder must involve at least one gg’(v), i.e., 
N, > 0. Since T’j2B2 r + 0, as T + co, by (11) the order of each summand in 
the remainder is strictly less than that of cumulant (6) when L + M> 1. 
For L + M= 1 see cases (c) and (d) in the proof of Corollary 2.1. m 
4. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS 
We have established the result in Corollary 2.1 under the condition 
T”‘B%< 1, as T+ co. One is also interested in what will happen when 
Tli2B$> 1, as T+ co. Expression (11) shows that the larger N, is, the 
greater the order of the cumulant is, if T”*B$> 1, as T+ co. This suggests 
that if we take N= N, in the proof of Corollary 2.1, we may obtain a 
different answer. In fact, 
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cum{ &WA, . . . . &WLh d34> ***9 &‘(VN), 
Cf$%h)l ??I,’ ...> CfK)(PM)lrnM~ 
=T-2L-2N-2Mx... 1 c...c 
41 4L+N II IM 
=O(T- L/2-M/2-NBL-N ~112~2 NB;I) T(  T)  ’ 
We find that the result of Corollary 2.1 does not hold here. See the 
comments at the end of Section 2. Further discussion is needed for the 
case T’12B2 > 1 T  . 
(a) When L + M> 1, from (11) the bound on the order of any one 
summand of the remainder in (10) is 
T- L/2 - M/2 - NgL - N ~112~2 





= T-L/2 - M/2 - N~~BL + N 
T  ’ 
(b) When L + M= 0, we need to compare 
(TBT)-NTBT, (TBTleN, (TBT)-N (TB$)3’2, 
and 
(TBT)-N (T”2BZ,)N3< (TBT)-N (T1’2B%)N, 





(d) When L = 1, M = 0, compare 
(T&.-“T”‘B;. 
and 
Taking the largest bound in each case, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the conditions in Section 1, if Tli2B$ > 1, as 
T-+ co, then 
cum(g$?(b), . . . . &%mLL CfXWL,? ...> CfK)(PM)lrnM~ 
gk,T’(v1)3 ...9 &gVN)) 
i 
O(T- L/2 - M/2 - N/ZBL + N T  1, L+M>l, 
O(T- N+3’2BTN+3) 
’ 
if TB,/( T1’2B2,)N-1 2 1, 
0( T- Ni2B;), if TBT/(T1’2B2,)N-1 < 1, L+M=O, 
= O(T- N+1’2JGN+1) 7 if TB,/( T1/2B;)N 2 1, 
O(T- N’2 - ‘12BN) T ,  if TB,/( T1’2B2,)N < 1, L=O, M= 1, 
O(T- N+1/2BFN+2) 
O(T- N/2 - l/2&++ 1 T  h 
if TB,/( T1’2B$)N > 1, 
if TB,/( T1’2B$)N < 1, L= 1, M=O. 
The value 1 in the condition T”‘B$< 1, as T+ co, given in 
Corollary 2.1, is unusual, as it is commonly the case that one only needs to 
specify the order of magnitude of the bandwidth. Corollary 4.1 shows that 
the result in Corollary 2.1 is not obtained if one assumes that T1’*B$ > 1, 
as T + co. In particular, factors of the form ( T’/2Bc)N occur in the proofs 
of the two corollaries, and N is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. 
Corollary 2.1 plays an important role in the calculation of statistics used 
to estimate parameters in the model (1). From it we can calculate the 
asymptotic distribution and prove asymptotic independence for those 
statistics given in Section 1. As an application of the main results in this 
paper, we give two examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Assume the conditions in Section 1 hold and, in addition, 
C, 1~1 la(u)1 <co, where la(u)/ is the sum of the absolute values of the 
components of a(u). Then A’T)(pl), . . . . AcT’(pM), gLT’(v,), . . . . gzF’(vN) are 
asymptotically jointly normally distributed. 
It suffices to prove that all normalized joint cumulants of order greater 
than 2 tend to 0. Since 
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we see that [A(T)(p)]m, is the sum of a finite linear combination of the 
variables { [f$(p)] j} an a constant. Thus, the calculation of the joint d 
cumulant of the variables in question is essentially equivalent to calculation 
of 
cum{ Cf%h)lm,~ . . . . CfmdlmM’ d,T’h)~ . ..Y dT’W>. 
From Corollary 2.1, we have, for N > 0, 
(TB,) (“+Nv2 cum([A(T)(~l)]ml, . . . . c~“‘b4u)lm,~ ‘d,T’(VI)~ ...? dET)(VN)) 
{ 
O((TB,)-“‘*+‘B:/*), if M= 1, 
= O((TB,)-N’2BE;“2), if M> 1. 
If M= 0 the required cumulant is given by Corollary 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. In model (1) let (LZ(ZA)} b e a summable filter with trans- 
fer function A(1). Then we have 
a(u) = (271)-l c’ A(;l)e’“’ dA, u=o, +1, . ..* 
Thus suggests we take 
as an estimate of a(u), where P, is a sequence of positive integers tending 
to 00, as T-r co. Under the assumptions given in Section 1, we can show 
that AL, . . . . a(‘) (u,), gig’(v,), . . . . gi,“(v,) are asymptotically jointly 
normally distributed. The normalized joint cumulant is, for N > 0, 
(PTTBT)M’2 (TB,)N’2 cum{ [LZ(~‘(~,)],,, . . . . [a(7)(u,)],,, 
.c’(v1)9 . ..T d,TVVN)~ 
i 
O((P,B,)“2 (TBT)-N’2+1Bg2), if M= 1, 
’ O((P,B,)“” (TB,)-N’2), if M> 1, 
and Corollary 2.1 gives the result for M= 0. Thus, if M+ N > 2, the 
cumulant tends to 0 as T--f co, provided P,B,< 1 as T--f co. 
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If N= 0 a different type of calculation of the joint cumulant gives the 
desired result. 
Further examples and applications are in [2]. 
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